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Building a leading diagnostics company

Gentian Diagnostics
 Team has previously founded Axis-Shield
(sold to Alere for $ 367M)
 Five tests on the market with international customer base
 Significant pipeline including near-term launches
 Fully funded for all planned development activities
 Strong shareholder base

Medical diagnostics at a glance
Sample collection

Transport to lab

Analysis

Results sent to
physician

 Gentian develops reagent consumables for
analytical instruments
 Chemistry is instrument independent

 Can be used on existing infrastructure

Diagnosis

COMPANY PRESENTATION

Gentian operates in a highly attractive market

Large (50 B USD)
19%

45%

CAGR: 5.8%
24%

Stable

Gentian addresses unmet needs in the market

Gentian R&D

New tests for
better
diagnostics

Faster results to
patients

Improving
efficacy and
costs for labs
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Management team with track record
The Management Team
Bård Henrik Sundrehagen
Chief Executive Officer





12 years Gentian
9 years Axis-Shield
7 years Alcatel Telecom
Norwegian School of
Management (BI):
Management and
Entrepeneurship

Catherine Townsley
V.P. Sales & Marketing




4 years Gentian
2 years Commercial Project
Coordinator, Abcam PLC
M.Sc. University of Ireland

Erling Sundrehagen
Chief Scientific Officer




M.D. & PhD
Founded Axis Shield in 1984,
CSO for 20 years
Invented Gentians technology

Marianne Fehn Solberg
Chief Operations Officer





5 years Gentian
12 years Axis-Shield
3 years Nycomed
M.Sc. University of Oslo

Ole Benny Østby
V.P. QA/RA






3 years Gentian
QA Supervisor Axis-Shield, 5
years
QA Specialist FMC, 4 years
University of Oslo, 5 years
M.Sc. University of Oslo

Julie Alling Gryga
Chief Financial Officer



3 years Gentian
MBA HH NMBU

Commercial stage company built step by step
Proven R&D capabilities and commercial operations
•
•
•
•

Five products developed and launched
Total revenue of MNOK ~30 with gross margin of 70%
Positive cash flow ex R&D
Built significant pipeline

Established infrastructure funded by existing products

Launched products with global distribution








Cystatin C
–

Marker for diagnosis of early stage kidney disease

–

Distributed by Beckman Coulter and national market players

Fecal calprotectin
–

Marker for inflammatory bowel disease

–

Distributed by Bühlmann Lab’s, international market leader

NGAL
–

Early marker of kidney damage

–

Under registration in Asian markets

Dog CRP
–



International distribution by Scil Animal Health and Idexx

Pretect Proofer / Pretect SEE
–

Molecular test for screening of cervical cancer
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Highly efficient development process
Development process 3.5 years

Proof of concept
6 months

Optimisation

Verification

Validation

Launch

12 months

6 months

6 months

12 months

Total average project cost:

MNOK 8

Selected pipeline projects






Plasma calprotectin
–

Test for early detection of inflammation

–

Potentially a superior marker for sepsis

–

Substantial unmet medical need

–

Launch in 2017

G-1001
–

Current market size 2016E: c150 million tests performed annually

–

CAGR: 15%

–

Target launch 2018/19

–

Main points of differentiation compared to current products: lower price and more automation

G-1002
–

Current market size 2016E: 17 million tests performed annually

–

CAGR > 20%

–

Target launch 2020

–

Main points of differentiation compared to current products: lower price and more automation

Total pipeline addresses market of >$3bn
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Financials: Solid base with substantial upside
1

2

Base business



Revenues of MNOK ~30



CAGR of 20% over the last 5 years



Positive cash flow ex. R&D



Solid cash position of MNOK 75 and no debt

Pipeline opportunity



Expect to launch one product per year on
average from 2017



Total pipeline addresses market of >$3bn/y



New products will drive gross margins higher

Significant news flow expected


Proofs of concept



Product Launches



Quarterly reports



Significant Publications



Patent news



Sales contract and market penetrations

Shareholderlist as of 12.12.2016

Strategy supported by very strong shareholder base
Shareholder

# of shares

% shares

Sundrehagen family

3 611 350

32,42 %

Holta Life Sciences AS

1 928 496

17,31 %

Rasmussengruppen AS

1 379 990

12,39 %

Storebrand Vekst Verdipapirfond

1 030 420

9,25 %

Kristianro AS, Eigil Stray Spetalen

503 910

4,52 %

Cognitio Invest AS

496 430

4,46 %

Statoil Pensjon

341 900

3,07 %

Strawberry Capital AS, Petter Anker Stordalen

300 300

2,70 %

Spar Kapital Investor AS

184 000

1,65 %

Mutus AS, Tomas Settevik

147 210

1,32 %

Fougner Invest AS

110 410

0,99 %

Altitude Capital AS

100 000

0,90 %

Carpe Diem Afseth AS

92 320

0,83 %

Statoil Forsikring A.S

88 000

0,79 %

Silvercoin Industries AS, Haakon Morten Sæter

85 000

0,76 %

Employee Shareholders

167 944

1,51 %

Other Shareholders

571 470

5,13 %

Total

11 139 150

100.00%
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This presentation has been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of Gentian Diagnostics AS (the “Company” or “Gentian”). The presentation is furnished to you
solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person. The information herein and any other material discussed
is subject to change
The presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, future financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in
which it operates. Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the
words “believes”, “expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, and similar expressions. Any forward-looking
statements contained herein, including assumptions, opinions and views of the Company or cited from third party sources are solely opinions and forecasts which are
subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to differ materially from any anticipated development. Potential investors are expressly
advised that financial projections, such as the revenue and cash flow projections contained herein, cannot be used as reliable indicators of future revenues or cash flows.
Neither the Company (nor any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings) or the Managers (or any such person’s representatives, officers, employees or advisors) provide
any assurance that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor does any of them accept any responsibility for the future
accuracy of the opinions expressed in this presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. No obligation is assumed to update any forwardlooking statements or to conform these forward-looking statements to our actual results.
The distribution of this presentation may also in other jurisdictions be restricted by law. Accordingly, this presentation may not be distributed in any jurisdiction except
under circumstances that will result in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. The Company require persons in possession of this presentation to inform
themselves about, and to observe, any such restrictions.
Nothing in this presentation shall constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares in the Company in any jurisdiction in which such offer or
solicitation is unlawful.
Nothing contained in this presentation is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. Except where otherwise expressly indicated, this
presentation speaks as of the date set out on its cover. In addition, no responsibility or liability or duty of care is or will be accepted by the Company for updating this
presentation (or any additional information), correcting any inaccuracies in it which may become apparent or providing any additional information.

Questions?

